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We want our city to look like heaven on 

earth—for beauty and life and joy to overtake 

this town. Jesus calls this holy overthrow

the Kingdom of God.

And when we look for it, we’ll find it.
(Hint: it starts within.)

Objective
To bring the Kingdom of God near through loving obedience to the King.
The Promise
•  We have the most incredible, loving King, and submitting to him means 

living rich, good lives that wouldn’t happen on our own.
•  When you find your place in the Kingdom, you find your identity and your 

purpose.

Concepts & Priorities
•  Obedience: This entire is an experiment in obeying God. It’s a six-week 

journey in trusting that He is a loving, good King.
•  Sonship & Lordship: Understand the interplay between God the Father 

and God the King. Show that living in the Kingdom involves both 
relationships and responsibility. In other words, understand our role as both 
children of a heavenly Father and subjects of an all-powerful King (i.e., 
sonship and lordship).

•  Relationships: Know that the Kingdom affects all our relationships: how 
we relate to God (our “up” relationship), our family and friends (“in”), and 
the world (”out”).

DETAILS
The visual and written tone for this journey is meant to invoke 
the idea of something beautiful being revealed. The Kingdom 
of God is a paradox: it’s simultaneously near and far, here and 
not here, visible and invisible. This brand is meant to reinforce 
the idea that the Kingdom is coming. We may only get 
glimpses of it right now, but what we see is beautiful—and the 
more we seek it, the more it comes into view.

The Kingdom Come brand reinforces this by revealing 
glimpses of something beautiful, leaving us wanting more of it.

About the Title

“Kingdom Come” is a phrase that originated in the Bible, yet 
it’s familiar enough in culture to be seeker-friendly. Part of this 
series will include redefining this phrase. Its culturally current 
definition connotes some far off time, or some sort of final end 
that we won’t ever see. (Example: “The bomb might blow us 
all to Kingdom Come.”)

We want to redefine this phrase. We want people to know 
that the Kingdom can come in their lives, right now, in the 
midst of everyday life. The Kingdom doesn’t have to be a 
far-off abstraction; it can show up as an immediate reality, if 
you let it.

ABOUT THE BRAND



WEEKLY TOPICS & EXECUTIONS
WEEK SCRIPTURE GROUP CHALLENGE

WEEKLY RHYTHM
1. GO TO THE WEEKEND SERVICE
Be provoked by creativity and teaching  
ded by the journey experience. 

(Also, there‘s the guide.) Each participant receives a printed journey 
guide. This guide binds all three elements together, and serves as the 
glue between all three of the journey elements described above.

2. GO TO YOUR SMALL GROUP
Experience the journey in community. Get 
known, get challenged, build into others.

3. DO THE WEEKLY CHALLENGE
Make the journey your own by 
experimenting with one aspect of the 
Kingdom each week. 

1. LOVE | TWO KINGDOMS
Two opposing kingdoms exist—the Kingdom
of God, and the kingdom of the world.
The Kingdom of God is beautiful and upside-down, led 
by a loving and unexpected King. The kingdom of the 
world is tempting and pervasive, led by an accusing 
and destructive king. We’re constantly aligning 
ourselves with one of these kingdoms.

2. RECEIVE | ENTER THE KINGDOM
We enter the Kingdom by receiving
the love of the King.
The currency of this Kingdom is love. When we 
become subjects of the King, we also become his 
adopted children—we become royalty. We all have a 
chance to receive that love.

3. OBEY | SUBMIT TO THE KING
Kingdom subjects serve at the
pleasure of the King.
Living in the Kingdom depends on submitting to God’s 
authority, and living in obedience to him.

4. FIGHT | A KINGDOM AT WAR
Obedience to God is a battle blow against a 
powerful spiritual enemy.
Our physical efforts have spiritual effects. There’s a 
spiritual battle between the kingdoms of God and of 
the world. We have unimaginable power as subjects of 
the Kingdom.

5. SEEK | KINGDOM GOGGLES
When we seek the Kingdom, we start to see 
the world through God’s eyes.
Staying focused on obedience to God is the main way 
to see the Kingdom. We look at our lives 
differently—which chances how we interact in our 
circles of influence.

6. KINGDOM COME
God wants his Kingdom to come on earth.
For us, that means making the past few weeks a 
regular habit—then inviting others to be a part of the 
Kingdom too. The Kingdom gains momentum when we 
experience it in community.
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Zechariah 9:9-17—Zion’s Coming King
Mark 1:15—The Kingdom is Near
Mark 10:42-45—I Came to Serve
Mark 10:42-25—My Kingdom Is Not Of 
This World

John 1:12—all who receive him can become 
Sons of God
Isaiah 54:10—my steadfast love shall not 
depart from you
Zephaniah 3:17—the Lord is with you
Romans 8:15—the spirit of adoption as sons

Philippians 2:5-11—Every Knee Will Bow
Luke 9:57-62—The Cost of Following Jesus

Ephesians 6:10-20—Our battle is not against 
flesh and blood/Put on the armor of God
2 Corinthians 10:3-6—We have divine power 
to destroy strongholds
James 4:7-8—Resist the devil and he will flee

Matthew 6:31-33—Seek first the Kingdom
Matthew 13:44-46—Parables of the Hidden 
Treasure and the Pearl

Matthew 6:9-13—The Lord’s Prayer
Matthew 28:16-20—Go and Make Disciples
Matthew 18:19-20—Where Two Or More Are 
Gathered

Help participants begin to understand 
their current kingdom orientation. Show 
that the root of the Kingdom is love. 
Define love as ascribing worth to another 
person at cost to yourself.

Describe what energizes you. Discuss 
what it means to receive God‘s love.

Discuss the relationship between 
obedience and love. 

Discuss the reality of spiritual warfare. 
Practice repenting through a basic 
repentance exercise.

Discuss the current lens through which 
you see the world. Consider how your 
perspective shifts when you seek the 
Kingdom. Think about spheres of 
influence in your life, and practice looking 
at them from a Kingdom perspective.

Celebrate, encourage, and look at ways to 
continue the momentum of seeking the 
Kingdom.

Love Challenge:
Each day, experiment with 
Kingdom love by doing one 
thing that ascribes worth to 
another person (at cost to 
yourself).

Receive Challenge:
Listen to a Receive audio 
experience (via CD or mp3).

Obey Challenge:
Choose from one of 12 ways 
to submit to God‘s authority.

Fight Challenge:
Create your own challenge as 
a tangible response to the 
repentance exercise during 
this week‘s group.

Seek Challenge:
Choose from one of 12 
challengers that helps you 
seek the Kingdom within a 
sphere of influence.

N/A


